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NO ERA OF MAYA RESEARCH IS MORE FASCINATING than the period between 
1820 and 1840. Yet those two decades, which immediately preceded the epochal ex
plorations of John Lloyd Stephens and Frederick Catherwood, remain the least known 

in detail of any period in the history of Maya investigation. 
At the outset, it should be noted that the time span in question was one of tremendous 

geopolitical change in both Europe and the Americas: Napoleon I's invasion of Spain and the 
resulting abdication of Charles IV in 1808 set the stage for the patriotic movements that (despite 
the restoration of the Spanish Bourbons in 1814) culminated in the political independence of 
most of Spanish America by 1825. This chain of events opened up a huge and relatively un
known area for travelers, merchants, and scientists, who began early on in the process to take 
advantage of the opportunity. The German naturalist Alexander von Humboldt had helped 
initiate the trend with a prodigious output of scientific publications on America that began in 
1805. And those who followed his example found they had a ready market on both sides of the 
Atlantic for any publication dealing with the new American nations. As noted by McNeil and 
Deas (1980:23), the number of travel books on various parts of Spanish and Portugese America 
reached a volume between 1815 and 1830 that would not be equaled again until the end of the 
century. 

Given the time and the circumstances, it is hardly surprising that the articles and books 
published before 1840 on the subject of the Maya and their remains were overwhelmingly de
scriptive and often laced with pseudoscientific speculation. Those works, however, constitute 
the first "modern" publications on the subject and helped to shape the subsequent century and 
a half of investigation. 

In this brief essay, I will focus on the work of Constantine Samuel Rafinesque (1783-1840), 
one of the most intriguing characters in the annals of early American science, whose publica
tions between 1827 and 1833 represent the first attempts to analyze Maya hieroglyphic writing. 
To my knowledge, Gunter Zimmermann (1964) was the first modern scholar of Mesoamerica to 
formally recognize Rafinesque's pioneering role in Maya epigraphic studies. Charles Boewe, 
the leading Rafinesque scholar of the present generation, has recently provided a meticulous 
historiographical essay on Rafinesque's American Indian work (Boewe 1985), which greatly 
clarifies our understanding of it. The present study draws liberally from the work of Boewe. In 
addition, it relates the work of Rafinesque to that of his contemporary, the remarkable Dr. 
James H. McCulloh, Jr., and to the periods that both preceded and followed their brief but pro
ductive collaboration on the investigation of the Maya (see Figure 6). 
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 

Constantine Samuel Rafinesque (Fig. 1) was born in Constantinople on October 22, 1783. 
His father was a French merchant, a native of Marseilles. His mother, whose maiden name was 
Schmaltz, though of German extraction, was born in Greece. By his own account, possibly ex
aggerated, Rafinesque by his twelfth year had read a thousand volumes; by the age of 16 he had 
studied fifty languages (Call 1895:6; Ewan 1967:iii). Whatever the truth, he remained an in
defatigible and insatiable reader throughout his life. The childhood of Rafinesque was shared 
by France and Italy. His early adult years were passed in America (1802-1804), then Italy and 
Sicily (1805-1815), followed by a return to America, where he remained until his death in 
Philadelphia in 1840. 

By any standard of measurement, Rafinesque was a remarkable human being-so much 
so that his biographers, striving for both accuracy and succinctness, often have no recourse but 
to rely upon tiers of adjectives or decisive epithets. Joseph Ewan (1967:i-ii) settles for "brilliant, 
egotistical, hypersensitive, hypercritical, indefatigable, erratic, and eccentric," and mentions 
in passing "arrant lunatic" and "titan." Thomas J. Fitzpatrick (1911:60-61) notes Rafinesque's 
persistence in the face of adversity; his boundless energy and enthusiasm; his obsession to 
publish; and the superlative pairing of intellect and foible that marked his character. Perhaps 
the most telling glimpse of Rafinesque' s persona appears in his autobiography: 

Versatility of talents and of professions, is not uncommon in America; but those which I have 
exhibited ... may appear to exceed belief: and yet it is a positive fact that in knowledge I have 
been a Botanist, Naturalist, Geologist, Geographer, Historian, Poet, Philosopher, Philolo
gist, Economist, Philanthropist ... By profession a Traveller, Merchant, Manufacturer, Col
lector, Improver, Professor, Teacher, Surveyor, Draftsman, Architect, Engineer, Pulmist, 
Author, Editor, Bookseller, Librarian, Secretary ... and I hardly know myself what I may 
become as yet. ... [Rafinesque 1836a:148] 

This self-appraisal is borne out by the voluminous and varied bibliography of Rafinesque 
progressively compiled by Call (1895), Fitzpatrick (1911), Merrill (1948; 1949), and Boewe 
(1982). Although largely devoted to botanical subjects, Rafinesque's output ranged in subject 
matter from folk medicine to banking practices, and from astronomy to scripture. Thus, it is not 
surprising that his thoughts on the Maya, which, like most of his work, appeared largely in 
ephemeral periodicals or privately printed pamphlets, tend to become lost amid the prodigious 
corpus of his known life's work. 1 

Evidence of Constantine Rafinesque' s interest in American antiquities begins with a short 
descriptive piece on a mound site near Lexington, Kentucky, which appeared in the Western 
Review and Miscellaneous Magazine for December 1819. Over the next five years a dozen or so 
pieces appeared in that journal; in the Western Minerva, the Kentucky Reporter; and in the 
Cincinnati Literary Gazette. Among these short essays are letters on antiquities to Thomas Jeffer
son and a critical communication "correcting" Caleb Atwater's conclusions on the Ohio 
mounds.2 This period of publication on North American sites culminated in Rafinesque's 
Ancient Annals of Kentucky, which appeared as part of the history by Marshall (1824); Rafinesque 
dedicated a reprint of this short work to Humboldt. 

PUBLISHED SOURCES AVAILABLE IN THE MID-1820s 

Given the present abundance of published works on American archaeology, it is all but 
impossible to fully appreciate the relative paucity of published literature available to an an-
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Portrait from Rafinesque 1815, frontispiece 

FIGURE 1. CONSTANTINE SAMUEL RAFINESQUE 
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tiquarian of Rafinesque' s era. 3 Nor was there a conceptual framework to aid scholars in the 
appraisal of the few data that were available. 

Among the major published sources on the Maya available to Rafinesque and his contem
poraries we may count the works of Bernardo de Lizana (1633), Pedro Sanchez de Aguilar 
(1639), and Diego Lopez Cogolludo (1688) on Yucatan; and that of Juan de Villagutierre 
Soto-Mayor (1701) on the conquest of Tayasal. Much valuable material had also appeared in 
wider ranging general histories of the conquest and colonization of New Spain. Notable among 
these were the various editions of De Orbe Novo by Peter Martyr (1530; etc.); the story of Cortes 
and the conquest of Mexico by Francisco Lopez de Gomara (1552; etc.); and Antonio de Herrera 
y Tordesillas's monumental Historia General (1601-1615; etc.). 

In 1739, Johann Christian Gotze, of the Royal Saxon Library of Dresden, purchased in 
Vienna a screenfold manuscript "book" full of figures and hieroglyphic texts for his institution. 
~ome twenty years afterward, and an ocean away, the first hints appeared of a large ruined city 
m the forest near the town of Palenque in northern Chiapas, then part of the Kingdom of 
Guatemala. 4 

In 1787, Antonio del Rio, accompanied by the artist Ricardo Armendariz, conducted the 

Y~dbv~~~ 
,.,., .. ,,,,.,; ,. ~ tfifu1?,,.tt1;,-@f!,,r& <k !5:f,,~ 

FIGURE 2. FIRST PUBLICATION OF THE DRESDEN CODEX (1810) ... 
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first intensive investigation of the ruins. 5 Del Rio's account did not appear in print, however, 
until 1822, when Henry Berthoud of London published it in English, along with a lengthy essay 
by Dr. Paul Felix Cabrera on the connections between Palenque and the Old World. 6 The 1822 
Description of the Ruins of an Ancient City, the first illustrated account of a Maya ruin to be publi
shed anywhere, featured 17 plates engraved from copies of the Armendariz drawings by 
"J.F.W."-none other than Jean Frederic Waldeck, who thus made his own debut in the history 
of Maya studies (Fig. 2b).7 

Meanwhile, in 1810, five of the 79 pages of the Dresden Codex (Fig. 2a), along with a 
drawing of a Palenque bas-relief, had been reproduced by Humboldt in his monumental folio 
edition of Vues des Cordilleras.8 

Thus, by the end of 1822, in the midst of Rafinesque's first period of intensive interest in 
American antiquities, both the Dresden Codex and the ruins of Palenque had appeared, at least 
in part, in illustrated reports. And while the cultural relationship between these two seems 
patently obvious to us today, the connection had not been made in the early 1820s. The stage 
was set, however, for the studies that would bring the unprovenienced and enigmatic manu
script and the remarkable architecture and sculpture of mysterious Palenque together. 

... AND THE RUINED CITY OF PALENQUE (1822) 

a: DRESDEN 47, 48, 50, 51, & 52 as shown in 
Plate 45 of Humboldt 1810. 

b; Waldeck's engraving of the Tablet of the 
Temple of the Cross, after Armendariz, in Del 
Rio and Cabrera 1822. 
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RAFINESQUE AND THE MA YA GLYPHS 

On New Year's Day 1827, Constantine Rafinesque wrote an open letter to the prominent 
philologist Peter Stephen Duponceau, which he submitted to the Saturday Evening Post.9 It 
appeared on January 13th under the headline "Important Historical and Philological Discov
ery," and it stands as the first known interpretative work in print dealing with ancient Maya 
hieroglyphic writing (Fig. 3). 

The letter deals with the hieroglyphs of Otolum (Palenque), which Rafinesque had seen in 
the plates of the 1822 publication of Del Rio and Cabrera (see Figure 2b). Although the letter to 
Duponceau is laden with labored arguments connecting the writing with "Old Lybian" and 
suggesting the outside origins of civilization in the New World, parts are of more than routine 
interest: 

The characters of 0TOLUM are totally different from any other we are acquainted with , since 
they are formed by many curvilinear figures, compactly connected or blended together, and 
forming square groups in vertical series (Rafinesque 1827). 

and a few paragraphs later: 

But the letters instead of being rows, form compact groups, each group being a word, or short 
sentence. 

and: 

... the main letters are generally larger, and succeed each other from left to right. Ap
pearances of syllabic combinations are often evident, and numbers are perspicuously deline
ated by long ellipsoids marking 10 with little balls for unities, standing apart. 

The letter continues: 

These 0TOLUM characters, are totally different from the Azteca or Mexican paintings, which 
are true symbols, and also from every other American mode of expressing ideas by carving, 
painting, or quipos. They appear besides to belong to a peculiar language, distinct from the 
Azteca, probably the TzENDAL, (called also Chantal, Celtal, &c.) yet spoken from Chiapa to 
Panama, and connected with the Maya of Yucatan. 

Rafinesque made three important points in this landmark essay of January 1827: First, that 
Maya hieroglyphic writing was distinct from the Central Mexican scripts; second, that the lan
guage of the Maya script was related to modern Mayan languages; and third, that the bars and 
dots represented numbers. He also noted in passing the apparent presence of syllables. 

JAMES HUGH McCULLOH AND THE 1829 RESEARCHES 

James Hugh McCulloh Jr. (1791-1869) was one of Maryland's most distinguished citizens. 
A graduate of the University of Pennsylvania's School of Medicine, he served as a military sur
geon in the War of 1812. From 1822 until 1850 he served as Deputy Collector of Customs at the 
Port of Baltimore, and afterward served for 12 years as president of the Bank of Baltimore. 

Sometime before his first war service, McCulloh began a lengthy essay on the aborigines of 
America "under the disadvantages of youth, occupation, and a limited library" (McCulloh 
1817:2). The 1817 edition of the work (which replaced a badly flawed version issued earlier) is 
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Tn rt-rt:.~ lh:ru~(ll.t.V, .[.'I~, 

J hn~ tl1e plc::i..,ure to-11.nnou11cc :.nJ com
munl1.·:.te to you, that <luring tht- cvurae or my 
1~rr1cnt rt11 archts into the hillitory ,>f' Ame• 
r1c_a, I hll\'c bten :.Uc:tes~ful _in tli1cnvcring tN 
eu•lf'ncc or IC\'cral 1rnc1c,1t Al1,habetica) 
Glyploic hucriptiuuo, belougiui; tu lbia CWII,• 
nent. 

The \Vnn<lcrf..J diocov.rle1 l>tely made t• 
Europe by Ch11npollin and othcra. rel.ling to 
the ~:phabetic:11 ln1c1·iptions of 1':);YJJl and 
P,.u,a, hu~ led to lmport•nl r,•1.ulu. Y ~ur 
:ictu;,I a\tempt1 to rtR'111ce the c:1ine.c tlu,. I 
racten, to primiti\'e .A1phahelic.1,I or l\'lhllnc 
cl~n&cot11 evince that much i1 )'Cl t•• b~ lcnn . 
ed tJf lh_~ a:1cic_nt tno<les of e1prci:sh1. ».nJ. 
comrnumcatini ulu,. . 

My late rli&K:ovrry will form another link. in 
the chain or.philo1ugic:,l itwratig-~li:,.m, ~1ul b,.. 
c.omt I vtry important auxiliary in eur hi,10-
r1cal rc1f':irchH. I :alludt principully to th~ 
in1ef'iptio11s on. the ruina of tht :auci-.:nl city of 
llrO&.\'"I', ne:.i.r 1'.1u:.:\q_\'I, in C111,r.1, one vf 
the prirwiti\·e cities of Amt:rica, who:.e ruina I 
arc 31 milu _iu circ11mli.·rrncc ! Tt\c}' hnvc 1I 
he•u p.irlly m11lc known by a Whrk uf Ud 
"-io a.·n,I C.atircra. p11t,fi1hed in l /i:?2 1 hut ~o I 
imp"rfcclly. lh.at a high re1'•11.rd i:ot uOi:rcJ in 
Frantl·. for 1111 account more pr-rlcct. Me,n
timc it ls from t!1e plates of Del Uiu, tblll l 
hue b~cn _e~nablcd :drca,ly to :&&ccrt11-i11 tht 
nature ot the clMractcu inscriheJ in the wall, i 
ofthi1 J\11'.au,·u, Tn1n1u, to rccluce them l'-'' 
tht:ir Alvhabehcal clemeht.s, an<l tn,d °'__,J 
ufthera. . --, 

)ly intention, •t r,resent, i, mt,l't')y to an. 
nounce to you, 1nU 10 the fricn,l" 1,f hi,toric;,I 
kno• lellgc, tbi1 all11'tiom,l tlisco,·tty, ,uti11K 
11.l..o ho•· J waa led to tlae re.;uh, b•t leu•;n;: 
for future communications, the numerous dt• 
t&lla which are invoked therein. 

The ch~rMctcr-1 of 0-roLu:ic arc tnt..,Hy Jiff'cr
e_nt from :my uthn we are acq1u.inted "·ith, 
•.1nce thf'y are formed by many currihnear 
hgurel', compactly connected or blemiecl ta., 
gc:ther, and Corminr square rroup11 in ,·crtic"l 
aeriu. 

Cnmparini:- them with the Chinese chArac. . 
tet1, that .re grour,111 c,f plain rectilinear ele. 
ment1; ur the Pcrsiar,, th1tt form ru~, of a, • 

row' linu; OT the 1-:grr>1i ... n, that ~,m t¥Wli 
<1( di1tinct fiKUTH, &c. 1 found uni1y of pur• 
~o~e, but no ic.lentilJ nor sil'JUh1.r1ty of exccu• 
llon. 

SearchinJ,;" throuchout thl't w!•11h: uf the :,rn . 
cirnt Alpl'-lhet11 for \hia simila.r11,, I loiuul 111111r I 
th.iii offt..·1'1·11 the cwrvilint .. r c~t·,,1,·111• of thr I 
UTnL1'1t cli11rAclf'r", t'~ct.•p( the fl1.11 I,,"'""'• 
or p1·i1111tiYc: .\lpl1a.b<'t CJf Nurth Afric•, ~Hru 
w1 hy t ~r,u111r, l'urchu, (;cl,t"lin, :C.:.c. Tiii., I 
.'\lph:.liet (out! or 1hr 111•,s\ andcnt, sinct: 11f 

rn;,v h;,vc ht•c11 th.1l of 1',e All1u1l, • ur t;l"tU ' 
li.u~~ .. 11.c :u1ccalnr1t u,f tht: ;.cl11:1I Ul"rlicri) iir. 

qULtc ,yn1bolic:.l 1 like the •~tuptian phone.tic; j 
it has Hi lt-th:r~ ooly-.i •rt: \'owrls, t::«:11 !it:. I 
inJ,: lhr first lclfl~r of tht: ti-.·e Sl'1111c11.: .aml l l 
i:011s•m:111h, l,ci11;.: the ll1 ... t kll~rs of the -~ J 

clcme11ti1 ).llJ 7 pl;i11cb. Uy 1orn11c 11li~ht u. 
n:,1ion~, thr111c: con:4011 ■ 11\!-. ■ re i11nea11cil tu I(,, 
giwi11g it ll·lters 1ho~cllu.:r. lo tlii,; i.:on,,,k~ 
,\lpho1,hc:t .,·e:ry lcnr.:r i!I a "'yml,ol: tit.is th• 
.', \'owd:1 A. l~. I. O. t;, .th' r,•,1rcir:1ll·,l h~ 
r.0,11'.•1• 1lrliuc:11ti1111!4 of the t·:ar, the 1·\ r, 1111· 
110,r, t~tt~ lun5;ue and tlw lt.rn,I. It 11 • i11 11th• 

philo~mpliietl Alphaiht'l. th.1l I l~,.,n 1 lhc d,:-
1
! 

mruts of tht: O·roLt'.'11 cl,itr;lCh.:r, .. 1.d uo ... :np, 
fiM1!1. Hut lh~ ·l<.·tt•r!I io!\lc:ul ,11 lu.:i11K 1·,,w", 1 

form compact hroup", eacb b1w11• lu-111.,: • i 
Yl'ord, nr ihorl )c111t·nc1:. • 

• .'JU the l._\'bi;,,.n Jr./ln·x or -'.~,nl,o~•;arc founJ ; ; 
hut tlicy . .ire ~omcl11HC!i nivdirlr,l ur or11a- \ 
mentcd: tl1f'sr. ornllmt:11U 11111 a,hl1lw■ 1 Ill•• 
crCMl.aG tbc itifficult)' of ..:a1tmg- tl1rm, ""'h11:h r 
it \·c.-ry 1,~a.1, u~·inJ,;" tu the m 11\e, o1 a,t:rr, ! 
t;,inio,; the 11,uccc~1.iun of the lcttvr:, 111 lo1f': 

,-:ro,1ps-tw~·c\.·er, tht' main lcHl!'rio arc t,:"l'llt"· 1· 

ntlly larger, au,! ..,,ccrc<l C'.1C:h utiicr 11um 
riJ,;"ht 10 h ft. .. \ppc■rancu uf 11yllahi1~ c:,111 .• 1 . 

bina1i~in, :i.rc ohcn evident, aml 11u1t1h~rs are ; 
pcrap1cuo11aly dclinc1.ted by lunJ,;". cllipi.01J• 1 
m:irki11g 10 with litth: Li&ll, tQr unu1es, ,t:.nJ. 
~"K ap~rt • 

These OT01u• charactert. ■r-: totally ,!if- 1 

(crent from the Aztec:.. or liil"1ic:an p,:11ti11gs, I 
,d1ich arc true 1ymbob, .•ml 11b,o fr,,!n ~\·,•ryJ 
other American mo<lc ut c:t(1re111111t. ,_~1,c.u !iy , 
c;a.r\'ing11, 1ninting'I~ ur 'luip~ ,TIit")' 1pp1:,1 I 
h<·&idt.11 to belong .to,,a·1>l!culiar la11g11.ii,:1:, ,!,.~-: 
lirir.l fro~ lh.e Aitec;t, JJrot,:.UI~, the T-i•: . ._. 1• 11~ '. 

·(called :..lsoChonta.1, t.:dt ... l, &c.)·)Ct :it,ok\·u, 
from Cliiapa tu l'anam-', and co1111ech!d "1Lil : 
the Mn·a of \'uc~tan. The folln,.·ing .art! ■um"' 1 

of the WorJ,clccypheorcdo 1·.,uo, l'u1u.i.: 1 11~"• '. 
►:1-,,0, 11-'Llll XJII, 1'•-'•l'LLI', l',T•••· A,, I 

XIV, t:T X~llf, &.c. &.c. ! 
TLu, we ha-Ye &notber clue to our bi,toriral I 

1.nd philulogiG;AI reat:archea : 'fhc Emµire of I 
(lrut.llJC in centnl America, rounded on tht' j 
rinr 1"ulija, by the l>,nae.ty of VuTAW,. who 
perhaps wcr,. 1h" Nsnv■ (Neptune•) of! 
North Africa 111\U Soulh •~urupt", •nd a br.anch 
uf All.iotc.sur UetuJUlna or Autololitt, will bi:• 
comi= inlt:rt't1ing to 1tudy. Tl,e 11atura of 
O·rou· -"-, ~tpl'\.•,i~nt a 1ueculiar race of men "·ith 
l;iri.:e a1p11lin1t no■its, thick lip-, •nJ co11iclll 
hc.i,.la, a11<l •[lpca.r ,liff..-reut frum mo•t ot the 
ac\11~1 .\11~ric"11 1r;bcli, TJ.a,..y -.·er~ Ol\e uf 
the nun1t'ro111. coJoniu cat:.i.lihahl·J 'an Amtrita 
in am:it"nt time,, :iud "·ho lirvucl.c •ilh then• 
the ci, iliutiun, lo1,nguaie:, aru, 14;ieacu, lc.c. 
u( r,rimitivc antic1u.ity, Whence thf' 1t1<k·"r 

1 ilnaluti.:~ Urltc:cJ lH:t'l'tcu \la.f' 11.n1i:1cat l:::tt..11-

I un'-_f.grr;liant, Peui■nt,/ Tur&ni:Ult, H,n .. , 
1 ,~oo,, h •' anU l :\e puliUu:d na~iona or A.1~ .. 

r,ca; namely, the lle1i.:a11s. Pe1tewi.n .. ~W
hiruc, Chitiant, Ar,al•Chillftl, lJ•)tiana. IA.y. 
a1u, l1latla.n, 111'1 1.1tul1111. • • 

C. ~- IIAflNt.:SQUr: . 
1-t. J&l\u,ry, 1827, 

F1cuRE 3. RAFINESQUE'S LETTER IN THE SATURDAY EVENING POST, JANUARY 13, 1827 
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entitled Researches on America. There is little of note about the work except perhaps for its aston
ishing scope. In just over 200 pages, McCulloh ranges the literature of geography, history, 
zoology, and scripture for data on human customs, on distributions of mammals, birds, and 
insects, and on the narratives of real and mythical history from the Pacific Islands to India-all 
in an effort to explain the origins and history of the ancient Americans. As if overcome by the 
sheer weight and diversity of the data he sampled, the young author concluded "that all the 
light which will ever be thrown upon the subject will be through the uncertain medium of con
jecture" (McCulloh 1817:220). 

At some point, perhaps after seeing Rafinesque's letter to Duponceau, McCulloh solicited 
more details on the researches into the history of Otolum. Four letters from Rafinesque to 
McCulloh appeared in the Saturday Evening Post over the summer of 1828 (Rafinesque 1828a-d). 

The First Letter is a superficial narrative dealing mainly with the contrasting racial types in 
the Americas. The Second Letter, is a minor masterpiece of the historiography of Otolum, citing 
the varied works that Rafinesque had consulted up to that time, including the all-important 
accounts of Lopez Cogolludo [ cited as "Ayeta," who was actually the "editor" of that 1688 
work]; Villagutierre de Soto-Mayor (1701); and Del Rio and Cabrera (1822). These sources led 
Rafinesque to speculate on the existence of ancient American "alphabetical writing" and the 
general belief in a triad of gods. The Third Letter "proves" that the ultimate origins of the 
American "nations" lie in North Africa and the Atlantic islands. The Fourth Letter briefly sur
veys the polities of ancient America, laments the lack of data, and ends on a note of optimism 
regarding Rafinesque's planned opus, Outlines of a General History of America-"! find new ma
terial every day" (Rafinesque 1828d). 

The Rafinesque-McCulloh correspondence almost certainly continued outside the pages 
of the Saturday Evening Post during the remainder of 1828 and well into 1829, for at the time 
McCulloh was engaged in writing a volume to replace his 1817 Researches on America. The new 
work, submitted for copyright on October 31, 1829, bore the title Researches, Philosophical and 
Antiquarian, concerning the Aboriginal History of America. In its preface, McCulloh noted that his 
earlier effort "has been almost entirely forgotten" (McCulloh 1829:v), and that the new work 
owes much to Professor Rafinesque of Philadelphia "for an acquaintance with some valuable 
books and communications of great interest" (McCulloh 1829:viii). 

The 1829 Researches (Fig. 4a) dwarfs its earlier version in all respects. It is larger in format 
and more than twice as long-535 pages vs. 220-and, more importantly, it is pervaded by a 
cautious rigor in its survey of virtually every available bit of data available on ancient America. 
On the matter of the hieroglyphic writing at Palenque, McCulloh lays the hand of reason on 
Rafinesque's speculations and makes many new points, creating what stands as the earliest 
rigorous discussion of the subject to reach print. His woodcut of ten glyphs from the Tablet of 
the Temple of the Cross, copied from one of the plates in the 1822 London edition of the Del Rio 
narrative (McCulloh 1829:301) is to my knowledge the first illustration of Maya glyphs to be 
published in the Americas (Fig. 4b). 

In the course of ten pages, McCulloh drew upon Juarros (1808-18), Humboldt (1810; 1814), 
Del Rio and Cabrera (1822), and others to demonstrate one crucial link that Maya epigraphists 
now take for granted-that the hieroglyphic inscriptions of Palenque and the text of the 
Dresden Codex were both products of the ancient Maya. He also tied Peter Martyr's famed de
scription of the books of Yucatan to the Dresden Codex, lamenting that Humboldt "had not 
sufficient time to study this singular manuscript at full leisure" (McCulloh 1829:305). 

Even though some of McCulloh' s conclusions-that the Maya writing system was ideo
graphic and did not represent sounds or words, or that books were in use among the ancient 
Peruvians- were later rejected, many of the flaws in his work can be ascribed to the inadequa
cy of the data available to him rather than to his methods of inquiry. All in all, the 1829 Re
searches retains a remarkable integrity as a rigorous study of the cultures of ancient America .10 
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Constantine Rafinesque was far from idle in the three years or so that followed the appear
ance of his letters to McCulloh. During that time he produced some 60 publications, mostly 
short excerpts from his Medical Flora of 1828-1830, along with a work on a cure for consumption, 
a treatise on wine-making, and a monograph on bivalves (Boewe 1982:162-178). Early in 1832, 
Rafinesque began issuing the quarterly Atlantic Journal, and Friend of Knowledge, a small maga
zine to which he was virtually the sole contributor. The Atlantic Journal lasted for eight issues, 
and contained a grand total of nearly 160 brief articles of truly "rafinesque" scope, including 
some dealing with Maya writing. 

In the very first number appeared his First Letter to Mr. Champolion, [sic] on the Graphic sys
tems of America, and the Glyphs of Otolum or Palenque, in Central America. In it, Rafinesque reca
pitulates much of the material contained in his Saturday Evening Post letters to Duponceau and 
McCulloh, and divides ancient American writing into 12 types. According to those categories, 
the texts of Palenque fell into the Seventh Series-"alphabetical symbols, expressing syllables, 
or sounds, not words," and the Maya manuscripts fell into the Eighth Series-"cursive symbols 
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in groups, and the groups in parallel rows, derived from the last" (Rafinesque 1832a). In a sec
ond letter to the French Egyptologist, Rafinesque (1832b) reiterated his work with "Demotic 
Libyan" and other Old world scripts, and included with it a chart comparing Libyan and 
American glyphs (Fig. Sa), using the ten-glyph Palenque text derived from Del Rio and Cabrera 
(1822). He ended his discussion with a summary statement: 

Besides this monumental alphabet, the same nation that built Otolum, had a Demotic al
phabet belonging to my 8th series; which was found in Guatimala and Yucatan at the Spanish 
conquest. A specimen of it has been given by Humboldt in his American Researches, plate 45, 
from the Dresden Library, and has been ascertained to be Guatimalan instead of Mexican, 
being totally unlike the Mexican pictorial manuscripts. This page of Demotic has letters and 
numbers, these represented by strokes meaning 5 and dots meaning unities, as the dots never 
exceed 4. This is nearly similar to the monumental numbers. 

The words are much less handsome than the monumental glyphs; for they are also uncouth 
glyphs in rows formed by irregular or flexuous heavy strokes, inclosing within in small 
strokes, nearly the same letters as in the monuments. It might not be impossible to decypher 
some of these manuscripts written on metl paper: since they are written in languages yet spo
ken, and the writing was understood in Central America, as late as 200 years ago. If this is 
done, it will be the best clue to the monumental inscriptions. [Rafinesque 18326:43-44] 

At the end of this letter, Rafinesque appends the notice of the death of the learned Cham
pollion, received as the text went to press, and the news of the publication of Dupaix's An

tiquites Mexicaines in Paris. 11 

For all practical purposes, the letters to Champollion represent the last of Rafinesque's 
pioneering contributions to Maya epigraphy, just as McCulloh's magnum opus of 1829 marked 
his final published statement on the subject. There is no doubt, however, that Rafinesque con
tinued to keep up with happenings in the Maya area through his correspondence: Early in 1835, 
the enthusiastic eccentric published a letter sent to him by Waldeck, from Palenque. "The re
liefs and inscriptions are very complicated and difficult to copy," wrote Waldeck, "it took me 20 
days to copy 114 glyphs" (Rafinesque 1835:6). And although Rafinesque's major survey of an
cient American history, The American Nations, appeared in 1836, it added nothing of substance 
to that which he had already published on the Maya glyphs. 

SUMMARY 

Between them, Rafinesque and McCulloh took the scanty and often inconsistent evidence 
of their time and produced several major conclusions that have stood the test of time. The most 
important appears to be McCulloh's explicit linking of the Dresden Codex and the archaeologi
cal site of Palenque as Maya. Rafinesque' s contention that the best path to the decipherment of 
the ancient script lay in the study of the modern Mayan languages was far, far ahead of its time, 
and his decipherment of the bar-and-dot numbers as combinations of ones and fives antici
pated the work of Brasseur de Bourbourg by more than half a century. 

Unfortunately, this promising beginning was diluted by Rafinesque's penchant for the 
"shotgun" approach and the distinction, which he seldom made, between careful analysis and 
sheer speculation. However that may be, the very fact that both he and McCulloh were right 
some of the time is nothing short of amazing, given the almost total lack of any sort of intellec
tual framework for the results of their analyses. We can only speculate that, had Rafinesque 
possessed more glyphic texts with which to work (and ones accurately drawn), and had he 
maintained the interest that impelled him to the productivity of the period between 1827 and 
1832, both the nature and the pace of subsequent research would have been quite different. 
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EPILOG 

Many of Rafinesque's articles from his Atlantic Journal, including the important letter to 
Champollion (illustrated with the now-familiar Palenque glyphs [see Figure Sb-cl), enjoyed a 
decade or so of reprinting in a perennial anthology of natural and historical curiosities entitled 
American Antiquities, or Discoveries in the West, by Josiah Priest, an Albany harness-maker and 
carriage fitter turned "author." 12 The final appearance of Rafinesque's work on Palenque, 
again derived from the old Atlantic Journal, appeared in the appendix of Benjamin F. Norman's 
Rambles in Yucatan, 1843. By then, any accomplishments of Rafinesque and McCulloh (not to 
mention those of Norman himself) in the realm of Maya studies had been eclipsed by the work 
of Stephens and Catherwood, whose spectacularly successful published travels (Stephens 
1841; 1843) mark the beginning of a whole new era of Maya investigation. Ironically, just as 
Stephens and Catherwood, fresh from their initial trip into the Maya area, basked in triumph in 
New York in the late summer of 1840, the end came for Constantine Rafinesque. On September 
18, 1840, he died in relative poverty and obscurity in Philadelphia, his rent in arrears, still seek
ing recognition for his contributions to Maya hieroglyphic study. 13 Under the terms of 
Rafinesque's will, James Hugh McCulloh, Jr., served as an executor. 14 McCulloh himself 
died in Baltimore on December 21, 1869.15 

WRITTEN AUGUST 1989 
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NOTES 

1. The tabulation of Rafinesque's published works must stand 
as one of the most challenging tasks that ever faced a bibliogra
pher. The major contributions toward completion of the task 
are those of Richard Ellsworth Call (1895), Thomas Jefferson 
Fitzpatrick (1911), and Elmer Drew Merrill (1949; etc.). The 
definitive work on the subject is that of Charles Boewe (1982) 
who, by enlarging and updating the work of Fitzpatrick, cre
ated a masterful blend of bibliographical scholarship, bio
graphical acumen, and anecdote that stands as a fond and fit
ting monument to its subject. 

We may never know the exact total of Rafinesque's publi
shed works. As Boewe (1982:10) notes, "In the year of his 
death, Rafinesque identified himself. .. as 'author of 220 
works, pamphlets, essays, and tracts."' This is probably closer 
to the truth than the often-published figure of 1,000. 

2. In 1820, Caleb Atwater, Postmaster of Circleville, Ohio, 
produced the first major North American archaeological sur
vey. Atwater concluded that the ancestors of American In
dians were "mere hunters" incapable of constructing the com
plex earthworks of the Ohio Valley, and that the remains in
stead reflected the dispersal of civilized people from India to 
North and South America-<:ontentions that did not coincide 
with those of Rafinesque. 

Boewe (1987) discusses in some detail the interaction be
tween Rafinesque and Atwater and its effect on Rafinesque's 
reputation and career. 

3. Many of the key descriptions of the eyewitnesses of the 
Spanish Conquest and of the Maya and their antiquities re
mained in manuscript for centuries. Indeed, some remain 
unpublished to the present day. Among the important sources 
of data that were unavailable to Rafinesque, McCulloh, and 
their contemporaries we can list Diego de Landa's 1566 Relacion 
de las cosas de Yucatan, published in 1864 (see G. Stuart 1989 ); 
Diego Garcia de Palacio's now-famous 1576 letter to Philip II 
describing Copan (Squier 1858); and the reports on Palenque 
by Calder6n and Bernasconi (Angulo Iniguez 1934; and see 
Note 5, below). 

4. The circumstances surrounding the modern discovery of 
the ruins of Palenque are unknown in precise date or detail. 
The earliest source on the episode is the Guatemalan Historian 
Domingo Juarros, who attributes the discovery, around the 
middle of the 18th century, to "some Spaniards having pene
trated the dreary solitude" (Juarros [1808-18] 1823:18). Accord
ing to Brasseur de Bourbourg (1866:3-4), some relatives of An
tonio de Solis, licentiate of Tumbala [and no relation to the ear
lier historian of the same name], moved to the town of Santo 
Domingo de Palenque (founded 1567) and came upon the ru
ined city around 1746. In 1773, after word of the "stone 
houses" had spread, a small group organized by Ramon Or
donez y Aguiar of Ciudad Real (now San Crist6bal de las 
Casas) visited the ruin and reported it to Jose Estacheria, Gov
ernor General of Guatemala (Bernal 1980:87). The manuscript 
account by Ordonez y Aguiar is in the library of the National 
Museum of Anthropology, Mexico City (Castaneda Paganini 
1946:17-20). 

5. Antonio del Rio's 1787 expedition to Palenque was the 
fourth of record. In 1884, long after the visit by Ordonez y 

Aguiar (see Note 4, above), a second exploring party was sent 
by Estacheria. It was led by Jose Antonio Calder6n, who spent 
three days at the site. The resulting report was accompanied by 
four drawingS-<:rude images of part of the Tablet of t!;e Tem
ple of the Sun, two standing figures from the Palace piers, and 
the tower. The originals of these are in the Archives of the In
dies, Seville, and were published by Angulo Iniguez (1934: 
Pis. 137 & 138) and Castaneda Paganini (1946:22-29). 

A third expedition, Jed by the architect Antonio Bernasconi 
in 1785, produced his renderings of a site map, building plans 
and elevations, reliefs, and a throne. Copies of these are in the 
Archives of the Indies (Angulo Iniguez 1934: Pis. 133-138), the 
British Museum (Graham 1971:50), and the library of the Na
tional Museum of Anthropology, Mexico City (Maricruz 
Pailles, personal communication, 1985). 

6. Biographical data on Dr. Paul Felix Cabrera may be found in 
the brief sketch by Heinrich Berlin (1970:108-111). 

7. The artist Jean Frederic Waldeck (ca. 1768-1875) himself en
tered the Maya field about a decade after he engraved the 
plates for the Del Rio and Cabrera publication of 1822. Waldeck 
lived at Palenque for about a year in 1832-33. His contributions 
to Maya research lie mainly in the realm of illustration. Aside 
from the 1822 engravings, he made numerous drawings and 
paintings of the architecture and sculpture of both Palenque 
and Uxmal. Waldeck's published drawings have been rightly 
criticized for their over-romanticized European style, and for 
the occasional inclusion of elephant heads among the glyphs 
and sculptures he copied. However, his original field draw
ings of Palenque-now part of the Ayer Collection in the New
berry Library, Chicago-are relatively accurate and quite use
ful for research on details of the stucco carving at that site. 

The story of the 1787 Armendariz drawings of Palenque and 
copies derived from them is, in itself, worthy of separate treat
ment. The earliest known extant set appears to be that made in 
1789 for Charles III, now in the library of the Casa Real, Mad
rid. That set consists of 30 figures drawn on 26 separate sheets, 
thus matching perfectly the illustration references in Antonio 
de! Rio's account. 

At some point between 1807 and about 1820, copies of the 
Armendariz drawings began to be distributed: A single image 
made its way to Alexander von Humboldt, who incorporated it 
into his "atlas pittoresque," the 1810 folio edition of the Vues 
des Cordilleres (see Note 8, below). A partial set of the drawings 
apparently reached Luciano Castaneda, the artist on Gui
llermo Dupaix's expedition to Palenque in 1807-1808, for as 
many as 15 of Castaeda' s renderings are clearly direct copies of 
them (see Berlin 1970:111-118). Another partial set-and the 
perfect match-up suggests that it was the very same one that 
Castaneda copied-found its way to London, where it served 
as the basis for Waldeck's engravings for the 1822 Del Rio and 
Cabrera book on Palenque. This is why the figure references in 
the Del Rio text published in that work, which match the 
original Armendariz set, bear absolutely no relation to the 
engravings that appear with it in the 1822 imprint. 

8. The drawing in question (Humboldt 1810: Pl. 11) was co
pied from Armendariz's rendering of Pier E of House A of the 
Palace at Palenque. Humboldt's caption reads Relief Mexicaine 
trouve a Oaxaca. The description of the "Oaxaca" bas-relief ap-
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pears on pages 47-51 (in signatures 12 and 13) of the same 
work. Humboldt corrected this mis-identifcation in a short 
comment buried among the notes in the final section of the 
book (page 320, signature 80). 

9. Peter Stephen Ouponceau is perhaps best known for his 
1838 Memoire sur le systeme grammatical des langues de quelques 
nations indiennes de l'Amerique du Nord. The noted philologist 
was president of the American Philosophical Society, and a 
member of the Pennsylvania Historical Society and the 
Philadelphia Atheneum. He also served as correspondent of 
the Institute of France and the Paris Society of Geography. In 
1835 the famed French resident of Philadelphia received the 
linguistics prize of the French Royal Academy. 

10. For a detailed critique of early American archaeological 
research, including comments on Rafinesque and McCulloh, 
see Haven (1856). 
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11. Although the three explorations of Dupaix took place from 
1805 to 1809, the publication of the results, including the illus
trations of Castaneda (see Note 7, above) did not begin until 
1830, when Kingsborough included them in his massive, 
multi-volume Antiquities of Mexico. The first "official" edition of 
Oupaix's work appeared under the editorship of Baradere, 
and its title page bears the date 1834. Rafinesque's reference to 
that specific publication in his February 1832 article in the 
Atlantic Journal is therefore somewhat mystifying. Perhaps the 
work, like many others of its size during that period (i.e., 
Humboldt "1810"), was issued signature by signature over a 
period of months, even years, with the title date marking, in 
this case, the end of the publication span. Alcina Franch (1949) 
evidently has grounds for believing the final work did not ap
pear until a decade after 1834, for he consistently cites the work 
as "Oupaix 1844." 

12. The work appeared in five editions and at least ten states 
between 1833 and 1841. Boewe (1982:15-17) provides a cogent 
discussion of the bibliographical confusion created by Priest's 
publishing zeal. He also details the turbulent relationship be
tween Rafinesque and Priest-a relationship that created "the 
only known instance where Rafinesque actively resisted publi
cation" (Boewe 1982:15). 

13. Boewe (1985: Note 24) cites a letter written by Rafinesque 
to the dramatist John Howard Payne, asking Payne to ascer
tain whether Stephens had received his pamphlet, The Ancient 
Monuments of North and South America (Philadelphia 1838). On 
the day the letter was written-October 10, 1839-Stephens 
and Catherwood were already a week into their first journey to 
Central America. 

According to Von Hagen (1947:187-188), John Lloyd Step
hens received a letter from Rafinesque a month after Stephens 
and Catherwood returned from Central America. In it, thedy
ing scientist reminded Stephens of his priority in discovering 
the nature of Maya hieroglyphs. In a letter mentioned but un
verified by Von Hagen, Stephens apparently acknowledged 
the priority. 

14. Rafinesque's will is published by Call (1895: appendix). 

15. There is inconsistency in the rendering of the name 
McCulloh. Sources in the archives of the Maryland Historical 
Society sometimes use the spelling "McCulloch." I have re
tained "McCulloh" throughout this essay, in keeping with the 
name as it appears in his publications of 1817 and 1829. 
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